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Abstract 

Case-based reasoning refers to the class of 
memory-based problem solving methods which 
emphasize the adaptation of recalled solutions (ex- 
planations, diagnoses, plans) over the generation 
of solutions from first principles. CBR has become 
a popular methodology, resulting in a proliferation 
of case organization and representation proposals. 
The goal of this paper is to sort through some of 
these proposals. Using the formal models of “pro 
cedure,, and “case-based reasoning” introduced in 
Zito-Wolf and Alterman (1992)) we compare three 
current proposals for the organization of procedu- 
ral case-bases: individual cases, microcases, and 
multicases. We give a worst-case analysis that 
shows the advantages of the multicase in terms of 
case storage and retrieval costs. The model pre- 
dicts that multicases reduce case storage and re- 
trieval costs as compared to the other two models. 
We then provide some empirical evidence from an 
implemented system that suggests that the trends 
observed in the formal model are also observable 
in case bases of practical size. 

1 Introduction 

In recent years, Artificial Intelligence researchers have 
become increasingly interested in techniques for rea- 
soning directly from examples rather than from the 
abstract knowledge one might distill from them. Cuse- 
bused reasoning (CBR) refers to the class of memory- 
based problem-solving methods which emphasize the 
adaptation of recalled solutions (explanations, diag- 
noses, plans) over the generation of solutions from first 
principles (such as a domain theory). People rely heav- 
ily on such techniques both in expert domains, such as 
medical diagnosis, legal reasoning, and in coping with 
the more mundane problems that arise in everyday life 
(Kolodner & Simpson, 1989). 

The variety of applications of CBR has resulted in 
a proliferation of case organization and representation 
proposals. Until now the evaluation of proposals has 
been informal making comparisons difficult. The goal 

of this paper is to put some of these issues on a firmer 
foundation. 

Because it is difficult to discuss these issues in any 
detail independent of specific tasks, this paper will fo- 
cus on the organization of procedural knowledge for 
planning tasks. Because procedures are typically exe- 
cuted many times, providing large numbers of related 
yet distinct cases, and they are complex, with many in- 
terrelated components (i.e., steps), procedural domains 
are a good test domain for examining these issues. It 
is also an area where perhaps the largest number of 
different proposals have been made, which we inter- 
pret as reflecting the difficulty of the representational 
problem. 

We will present a formal model which will allow 
for the comparison of case-base organization propos- 
als. We discuss three existing proposals, the third of 
which, the multicase, combines the benefits of the other 
two. We give a worst-case analysis that shows the ad- 
vantages of the multicase in terms of case storage and 
retrieval costs. We also provide some empirical evi- 
dence that suggests that the trends observed in the 
formal model are also observable in case bases of prac- 
tical size. For an extended analysis that also discusses 
additional factors (e.g., adaptation costs) see Zito-Wolf 
(1993). 

2 epresenting rocedures 
Let a problem as presented to the system consist of a 
situation (a world state) plus a goal to be achieved. 
The solution to a problem will be a procedure, that 
is, a sequence of steps that achieves the goal in that 
situation. Assume we are given a set of examples of 
some procedure. What shall we call a case? In this 
paper we will use the terms example or episode for an 
instance of a problem and a solution procedure. The 
term case will be reserved for the unit of storage and 
retrieval from memory. Many CBR systems, especially 
early ones (e.g., CHEF, CYRUS) have equated the two; 
however, they are logically distinct, and it is useful to 
distinguish them. 

Storage eqlaisements Although memory is be- 
coming increasingly plentiful, at any given time mem- 
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ory is a finite resource which needs to be traded off 
against possible uses. Consequently, one significant 
issue is the amount of memory required to store all 
the cases. As the quality of solution retrieved by a 
case-based reasoner is expected to be monotonically 
increasing with the number of distinct, relevant cases 
available to it, one wants to accommodate as many 
cases as possible. On the other hand, the number of 
potential cases can be very large - it is exponential in 
the complexity (number of features) of the cases. 

Retrieval Cost Retrieval cost is a function of the 
number of cases examined and the effort required to de- 
termine their relevance to the current situation. Both 
the number of cases to examine and the cost of deciding 
among them can be large in practical casebases. When 
the number of cases becomes large, retrieval normally 
relies on indexes. An index is an auxiliary data struc- 
ture that provides a direct mapping from each specific 
feature of interest to cases having that feature. Com- 
plete indexing may not be practical for all features, 
however; for example, the type of data involved may 
not admit of simple indexes, or the feature of interest 
may be computed only at execution time. Hence, we 
will look at both indexed and unindexed retrieval. 

3 Modelling Procedure Organizations 
In this section we will compare the behavior of three 
representations for procedural case-bases, based on the 
formal models of “procedure” and “case-based rea- 
soning” introduced in Zito-Wolf and Alterman (1992). 
The results of this section are summarized in Table 1. 

We assume the procedural knowledge to be captured 
has the form of a complete binary decision tree 7’ of 
uniform depth n. Each node i E T contains a step to 
be performed plus a decision selecting the next node 
to be executed. T therefore contains ITI = 2n - 1 steps 
and 2”-l- 1 decisions (those in the leaves are ignored). 
Each procedure execution episode will consist of n - 1 
decisions selecting n steps along some path in T from 
the root to a leaf node. 

Let the input to the decision at a node i be the set 
of binary features Fi, so that F = UiET Fi is the set of 
all features referenced by the procedure. We assume 
there exists some upper bound f = maxiET [Fij on 
the number of features tested by any specific decision, 
and that f is small compared to F.l To estimate F 
we choose (n - 1)f. This corresponds (for example) 
to a procedure composed of n - 1 distinct decisions 
occurring in a fixed order. 

Storage Case-based reasoning for procedure gener- 
ation is the example-based selection of a sequence of 
steps to achieve a given goal. Each occasion for selec- 
tion is a problem Pi, the process of searching through 

lFor simplicity, in the remainder of the paper we will write 
X for 1x1 where there is no likelihoot of confusion. 

the case-base to solve a problem is a retrieval, and the 
number of steps determined by each problem is the 
problem size Sp. The solution to each problem will be 
encoded in memory as some set of cases Cp. Each case 
pairs a problem solution with a conjunction of features 
for which it applies. Since it has been stipulated that 
a given decision references at most f features, at most 
2f cases will be required to represent a decision, one 
for each possible conjunction of the features and their 
negations. The union of all the Cp is the case-base C. 
The case-base size S(C) will be measured as the num- 
ber of step instances in the case base 6, that is, the 
product of the number of cases ICI and the problem 
size. The set of examples from which a given case base 
is derived will be denoted E. 

Retrieval and Indexing Consider a linear search 
model of case retrieval, in which the retrieval e#ort per 
problem RP is proportional to the number of feature 
tests made. Rp is the product of the number of cases 
to be searched through and the number of features to 
be tested per case. If P is the number of problems 
per episode, then the total retrieval eflort per episode 
R = RpP. 

Because case-retrieval via linear search involves ef- 
fort exponential in the procedure size (n), most CBR 
systems use some form of indexing for faster retrieval.2 
We will model an index as a boolean discrimination 
network which tests just enough features to discrim- 
inate all the cases. Assuming that the index is well- 
constructed, the decision cost per problem RXP is pro- 
portional to the depth d of the index, that is, log base 
2 of the number of cases entering into a given decision, 
and the pre-episode cost Rx = RxpP The size of an 
index (in nodes) is 2d - 1, of the same order as the 
number of cases indexed. 

3.1 Individual Cases 
The first representation we will consider is the storage 
of individual cases (CHEF, Hammond 1990; COOKIE, 
McCartney 1990). In this method the unit of retrieval 
from memory, the case, is taken to be the same as the 
unit of knowledge presentation, the episode. Proce- 
dure execution over such a case base consists of a single 
up-front decision among alternative cases (Figure la). 
That is, case retrieval returns a single complete exam- 
ple episode for the target task, which (usually after 
some tweaking) is interpreted as a procedure for the 
desired task. Also in this class are MOP-based sys- 
tems (Kolodner, 1983; Lebowitz, 1983; Turner, 1989). 

2The term “indexing” is used in the CBR literature in at 
least three distinct senses: to refer to performance methods 
that accelerate access to subsets of the case base; to refer to 
organizing methods that group cases observed to have sim- 
ilar features, typically in the service of generalization (cf. 
CYRUS and IPP); and to refer to the process of encoding 
knowledge by adding features to a case-base to define sets of 
cases with related content. Our analysis focuses on the first 
of these meanings. 
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MOPS indexes, though more complex then our model 
index, serve the same function. The key similarity is 
that cases are stored and accessed as wholes; for the 
purpose of this paper the indexing differences can be 
ignored. 

Storage Each episode of (i.e., path through) T is a 
case, so the problem size Sp = n. The entire mapping 
from features to procedure is performed in one retrieval 
(P = 1) with 2n-1 potential outcomes. The number of 
potential cases can be estimated from the total number 
of features referenced, yielding C = Z(+‘)f, S(C) = 
nC, and Rp = FC). 

Retrieval Cost Unindexed retrieval cost is deter- 
mined by the number of feature comparisons made, 
which is the size of the case base times the number 
of features per case. Only one retrieval is required, so 
that R = RpP = F2F. Using an index, the decision 
cost is the log base 2 of the number of cases entering 
into a given decision, or O(F), hence the popularity of 
indexing. A simple index requires on the order of as 
many nodes as there are cases indexed, so its storage 
can be ignored.3 

Most notable here is the rapid growth in possible 
cases as either the number of features or procedure 
steps increases. This is due to the fact that the cases 
are significantly redundant - each case instantiates a 
complete path through the tree. To represent proce- 
dural knowledge in an individual-case-based system, 
for, say, one’s knowledge of procedures for telephon- 
ing, one would have to store a case for every possible 
event sequence and every situation type that could be 
encountered in executing one’s phone-call procedure, 
or at least a significant number of them. Note that as 
the case-base fills up with variant episodes, retrieval 
also becomes more expensive. 

3.2 Microcases 

The second class of procedure representations is the 
microcase. In this method, each example presented to 
the system is converted into many cases, typically one 
for each step of the episode. All the cases so created 
go into a common case-base. At execution time, proce- 
dures are not so much retrieved as incrementally recon- 
structed, steps being selected sequentially by separate 
retrievals over the case-base. (Figure lb). Microcases 
avoid the redundant storage and difficulty with transfer 
that we encountered with individual cases. Micro-case- 
based systems have been applied to planning (Langley 
and Allen, 1990), parsing (Goodman, 1991), and word 
pronunciation (NetTalk, Stanfill and Waltz 1986). 

Storage To encode procedure T using microcases we 
make each selection of a step a separate problem. Then 
sp = 1, and Cp = 2f cases per problem. There are 
P = n problems per episode, but 2n - 1 problems to 
be encoded to represent the entire procedure, giving 
c = 2q2n - 1). 

etrieval Cost The price of the microcase’s addi- 
tional flexibility and reduced storage is increased re- 
trieval costs: a case retrieval occurs at every procedure 
step. Each such decision has to select among a large 
number of options, namely, all possible steps. Unin- 
dexed retrieval effort per problem is Rp = (F+n)2”+f. 
Note that n additional features are added to distin- 
guish the 2+’ potential “current positions” within the 
represented procedure; that is, the structure of the pro- 
cedure T needs to be encoded implicitly as extra fea- 
tures referenced by the cases. Total retrieval effort R 
is n times the per-problem figure, or C(n22”+f). In- 
dexed decision cost is the log base 2 of the number of 
cases entering into a given decision, or C(n+f). There 
is a single index of size ICI, or 0(2nCf). 

3.3 The Multicase 
We have proposed a third organization, the multi- 
case (Zito-Wolf and Alterman 1992). By a multi- 
case we mean a structure which merges many individ- 
ual episodes but retains a representation of the over- 
all structure of those episodes. Episodes are merged 
through the introduction of conditionals, so that the 
details of the individual episodes can be retained (Fig- 
ure lc). Each example is represented by some specific 
path through the procedure graph. Episodic memory 
is organized around the underlying procedure, which 
serves to partition the procedure into many individual 
decisions. This organization efficiently accommodates 
variation among episodes, and is moreover a conve- 
nient vehicle for organizing related knowledge, such as 
unexpected events or episodes where the plan failed. 

The key difference between individual cases and mul- 
ticases is that individual cases store episodes in mem- 
ory as separate structures linked by indexes or abstrac- 
tion hierarchies, whereas multicases index them at a 
finer-grained level by segmenting them and distribut- 
ing them across the partonomic (i.e., step) structure of 
the procedure. 

The key difference between the multicase and mi- 
crocase is that for multicases the decision overhead is 
reduced by partitioning the pool of cases according to 
the structure of the procedure, whereas for microcases 
all the cases go into a single pool, so that each decision 
must decide among a much larger range of options. 

The historical antecedents of all of the case mod- 
els discussed here are the ideas of scripts (Schank & 
Abelson, 19X’), MOPS, and their elements, scenes and 
tracks (Schank, 1982). The issue is how to organize 
an agent’s episodic memory using ideas like this in the 
most effective manner. This is the problem the multi- 
case addresses. 
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Three Methods of Representing Episodes 

Storage The case base is partitioned both by the 
type of decision (e.g., next-step, role-choice); the struc- 
ture of the procedure is expressed explicitly in the 
structure of the multicase. We have Sp = 1, 1 PI = n- 1 
problems per episode, with ICpl = 2f and 2n-1 - 1 
problems overall, for a total of ICI = O(2n+f-1). 
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Retrieval Cost Because the multicase focuses on 
only one decision at a time, the number of cases that 
must be searched through and the number of features 
needing to be consulted at any given decision point 
are greatly reduced. For the multicase, on1 f features 
need be consulted per decision, so only 2 r cases need 
be examined; the rest of the cases are only relevant to 
other decisions. Thus Rp = f. 2f and R = O(nf a 2f). 
Indexed decision cost is the log base 2 of the number 
of cases entering into a given decision, or O(f). For 
multicases there may be as many 2’+’ indexes, one for 
each decision, the total index size is 2n+f-1. 

4 Empirical Demonstration 

Our source data derives from a sample of runs of the 
FLOABN system on problems involving the opera- 
tion of household and office devices such as telephones, 
copiers, and vending machines (Alterman, Zito-Wolf, 
and Carpenter 1990; Alterman, Carpenter, and Zito- 
Wolf 1990). FLOABN was provided initially with a 
skeleton multicase for a simple procedure for the usage 
of each class of device. It was then presented with a 
sequence of 50 problem situations involving these pro- 
cedures; for example, phone calls varied in destina- 
tions, locations, call types, and phone features. There 
were on average 25 steps per episode, yielding in ex- 
cess of 1200 cases. For each episode we collected over 
60 items of data about the evolution of memory and 
procedure performance. Each run of the example se- 
quence required approximately 8 hours on an 8 Mbyte 
Macintosh 11x under Allegro Common Lisp. 

4.1 Comparing Representation Methods 

Our methodology for comparing the three case- 
organization models will be to use our formal model of 
procedures to define mappings between the multicase 
model and the individual-case and microcase models. 
We will gather data from runs of FLOABN to esti- 
mate practical values for the relevant parameters of 
the model: the total number of different features that 
were observed (F), the average number of features ref- 
erenced in making a decision (f), the average number 
of decisions needing to be made per episode, and the 
number of cases C. We then run this data through the 
model to derive costs for the three methods. 

It would have been preferable in some sense to com- 
pare implementations of the three methods directly 
rather than comparing projections based on a single 
implementation. Problems emerged from such an at- 
tempt. Several operations that were facilitated by the 
multicase - for example, instruction-processing and 
plan-modification operations - were hard to do, and 
in some cases even to define, on other representations. 
This is because .these functions required an evolving 
plan schema representation, which the multicase pro- 
vides and the other organizations do not. 

4.2 Storage Costs 

Figure 2 compares memory requirements for case stor- 
age. The greatest storage requirements are for the 
individual case method. Individual cases save much 
redundant information with each nominally different 
case. In contrast, case memory growth for the micro- 
case and multicase methods tail off as as the memory 
becomes familiar with the range of variation of its pro- 
cedures. The multicase method uses less storage than 
the microcase method. This is because the multicase 
partitions its space of decisions much more finely, and 
consequently, many more decisions have only one op- 
tion and hence do not require that any cases be stored 
for them. Figure 3 compares the number of decisions 
with > 1 option for each method. The graph for mi- 
crocases represents something of an upper bound, since 
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Table 1: Storage and Retrieval Cost Summary 

microcases strive to have as many options as possible 
at each decision. Comparison with the graph for mul- 
ticases shows that in our example situations, anywhere 
from 50-75% of these decisions are unnecessary. This 
suggests that microcases overemphasize transfer at the 
cost of greatly increasing the amount of knowledge re- 
quired to “learn” the procedure. 
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Figure 2: Memory Usage Comparisons 
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4.3 ecision Cost 

Now we wish to use our empirical data to compare 
decision costs. Recall that our model of unindexed de- 
cision cost Rp was the product of features tested and 
cases examined per problem, whereas for indexed re- 
trieval, we took R xp to be the depth of the smallest 
index needed to discriminate the cases under consider- 
ation. The required quantities were determined from 
the example sequence. Figure 4 shows the number of 
cases available per decision for the three methods. The 
number of features referenced per case was measured 
at the end of the problem sequence to be f x 7 per 
case and total F M 16. Lastly, the number of retrievals 
per episode was presented in the previous section (Fig- 
ure 3). 

Individual cases introduce a difficulty here. It is un- 
reasonable to assume that only one up-front case re- 
trieval is needed per episode, because it ignores the cost 
of the runtime decision-making which the other meth- 
ods are being “charged” for. Thus, since each such 
unanticipated circumstance incurs at least one addi- 
tional retrieval, we have added to the count of retrievals 
per episode in Figure 3 one retrieval per unanticipated 
decision event or relevant situation feature. 
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Figure 4: Choices Per Decision 

Figure 5 graphs indexed retrieval effort for the three 
methods. The first result we observe is that micro- 
cases have much larger retrieval effort - an order of 
magnitude larger than multicases even in the fully in- 
dexed case. This difference is the product of the two 
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differences shown above: the number of cases requir- 
ing a decision, and the number of cases examined per 
decision. Secondly, we observe that multicases require 
effort less than (but roughly comparable to) that for 
individual cases. The individual-case method’s advan- 
tage of making fewer decisions per episode is more than 
offset by the extra costs of handling more contingencies 
and sorting through more cases per decision. For unin- 
dexed retrieval (not shown), the multicase has about 
1% of the cost of individual cases, while the microcase 
remains the most costly of the three. 
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Figure 5: Indexed Retrieval Effort Comparisons 

5 Concluding Remarks 
The paper has presented a framework for comparing 
case-based procedure models over issues concerning 
case representation and organization. The framework 
is a formal model of procedures and their representa- 
tion that enables us to characterize analytically several 
important properties of each method. In this paper we 
focused on storage cost and retrieval effort. 

Three current proposals were analyzed within this 
framework: microcases, individual cases, and multi- 
case. The formal analysis addressed the large scale 
behavior of the different models, a kind of worst-case 
analysis. Results of this analysis can be summarized: 
the multicase has the least storage requirements and 
individual cases are worse by an exponential factor. 
For retrieval cost, multicase and individual cases have 
comparable costs, with microcases a factor of n worse 
(where n is the depth of the procedure). 

To evaluate the behavior in a more average case, 
empirical data was collected from a run of FLOABN 
in which over a thousand cases were collected. The 
results of this data can be summarized: The empiri- 
cal data qualitatively confirms the the formal analysis 
with regard to storage and retrieval costs. We note, 
however, that the difference in indexed decision cost 
between individual cases and multicases, though of the 
expected polarity, was not as significant as the formal 
model leads us to expect. This is because the number 
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of cases was not yet large enough for the proliferation 
of cases to dominate retrieval cost. 

Both our formal analysis and our empirical data em- 
phasize that representational choices in CBR systems 
have significant effects on system performance. We feel 
that this paper is the first step of a larger project in the 
exploration and characterization of efficient and useful 
case-base organizations, and an essential step in the 
development of truly large-scale CBR systems. 
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